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1. ABSTRACT 
Rotaviruses (RVs) are the major cause of acute gastroenteritis in infants and young animals of 
mammalian and avian species. In avian species, group A and D are represented with high 
frequency, while group F and G are sporadic. Enteric syndrome in young birds is a major 
concern to the poultry industry, causing severe economic losses. Monitoring rotavirus 
distribution in different avian species is crucial to uncover diversity among strains and to 
better understand RV ecology in the field.  
The aims of this project were: i) to provide information on distribution of the different RV 
groups in avian species suffering enteritis in Italy; genetic diversity of RVs in these species; 
dynamics and timing of RV infection within flocks; and ii) to develop new and updated 
diagnostic protocols to be applied in the diagnostic routine and for research use. 
The data collected during a period of nine years, indicate that the infection is widespread in 
the Italian production, with an average prevalence of 20% in commercial flocks and 15% in 
game-hunting species. 
All the 117 samples analysed in the present study originated from poultry flocks that 
presented one or more clinical signs and lesions associated with enteric diseases. Clinical 
manifestations consisted mostly of diarrhoea, dehydration, anorexia, weight loss and 
increased mortality. By statistical analysis it was not observed any significant correlation 
between the general clinical signs/lesions or gastro-enteric lesions observed in the field and at 
post mortem examination with the presence of different AvRV groups or different 
combinations of groups, even with regard to the different species involved (p>0.05). 
From the 117 samples tested by group-specific RT-PCRs, AvRV-D was detected in 107 
(91.5%), AvRV-A in 70 (59.9%), AvRV-F in 61 (52.1%) and AvRV-G in 31 (26.5%). Only 
17% of samples showed the presence of a single rotavirus group (AvRV-A or AvRV-D), but 
dual or multiple presence of rotaviruses of different AvRV groups was observed in the 
majority of samples. Group D is the predominant RV in Italy, representing the most 
commonly found RV in all the species investigated. The identification of several avian 
rotaviruses (AvRVs) belonging to group F and group G in partridge, pheasant and guinea 
fowl, suggests that the lack of specific detection methods could have underestimated the real 
diffusion of these two groups in the past.  
The use of new group-specific RT-PCRs developed and performed on a set of clinical 
specimens tested positive for RVs by Electron Microscopy (EM), allowed the rapid genetic 
screening of AvRVs circulating within the avian rotavirus main groups. In this study, 175 
complete sequences were obtained (17 of NSP4A, 20 of VP6A, 5 of VP4A, 35 of NSP4D, 34 
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of VP6D, 9 of VP4D, 17  of VP7D, 21 of VP6F and 13 of VP6G). No correlation between 
year of isolation nor avian species and the different RV-groups was observed. 
Regarding results obtained from longitudinal studies in turkeys, the infection was already 
present in the first weeks of life; after 2/3 weeks a second infection outbreak happened in the 
same herds. Phylogenetic analysis of samples collected during the longitudinal study in turkey 
flocks showed that different RV-groups and different strains from the same group were 
present in the same flock, evidencing complex RV groups/strains patterns that modified in 
time. Results of chicken longitudinal study reinforced the hypothesis of a primary 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
Rotavirus (RV) is the major etiological agent of viral enteric disease in young individuals of 
several mammalian and avian species (Estes et al., 1983; McNulty et al., 1984; Estes & 
Cohen, 1989) and likely has a worldwide distribution. 
 
2.1 Virus Structure  
The fully infectious RV particle consists of 3 protein layers. By electron microscopy, this 
particle resembles wheels (lat. rota) (Figure 1), and this appearance has led to the name of 
Rotavirus for the genus (Flewett et al. 1974). Intact RV virion consists of two icosahedral 
capsid shells of approximately 50 and 70 nm in diameter (Guy 1998; McNulty 2003). Based 
on cryo-electron microscopy and image reconstruction data (Jayaram et al., 2004), structure 
of icosahedral symmetry has been recognized: the single layered particle (SLP=core shell) is 
formed by 120 molecules of the viral protein 2 (VP2), arranged as 60 dimers in a T=1 
symmetry (Figure 2). The core shell encloses the viral genome of 11 segments of dsRNA as 
well as the viral RNA dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), VP1 and the capping enzyme, 
VP3. The viral core is surrounded by 260 trimers of VP6, which form the middle layer and 
constitute double-layered particles (DLPs). 
 
Figure 1: Transmission Electron Microscope image of Rotavirus particles (Bar = 50 nm);  
(IZSLER archive) 
 
     
  
Figure 2: Aspects of rotavirus structure. (A) PAGE gel showing 11 dsRNA segments 
comprising the rotavirus (RVA) genome. The gene segments are numbered on the left and the 
proteins they encode are indicated on the right. (B) Cryo-EM reconstruction of the rotavirus 
triple-layered particle. The spike protein VP4 is colored in orange and the outermost VP7 
layer in yellow. (C) A cutaway view of the rotavirus TLP showing the inner VP6 (blue) and 
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VP2 (green) layers and the transcriptional enzymes (in red) anchored to the inside of the VP2 
layer at the fivefold axes. (D) Schematic depiction of genome organization in rotavirus. The 
genome segments are represented as inverted conical spirals surrounding the transcription 
enzymes (shown as red balls) inside the VP2 layer in green. (E and F) Model from Cryo-EM 
reconstruction of transcribing DLPs. The endogenous transcription results in the simultaneous 
release of the transcribed mRNAs from channels located at the fivefold vertices of the 
icosahedral DLP. From Jayaram et al. (2004) 
   
 
 
2.2 Genome organization 
The RV genome consists of 11 segments of double-stranded (ds) RNA which encode 6 
structural and 6 non-structural proteins. The genes are monocistronic, except for genome 
segment 11, which encodes two proteins. This dsRNA has a molecular weight of 
approximately 106 Da, and each RNA segment consists of open reading frame (ORF) that 
encodes viral proteins (Estes & Cohen 1989; Guy 1998). Viral genome encodes six structural 
(VP1-VP4, VP6, VP7)  and non-structural proteins (NSP1-NSP6) each (Mori et al. 2002a), 
out of which 10 major polypeptides have been identified for their prominent roles (McNulty 
2003). The protein VP2 forms the first layer, encompassing proteins VP1 and VP3, both of 
these together have a role in virus transcription. The VP6 protein (encoded by 6th gene 
segment) forms the second layer and the outermost protein layer is composed of structural 
proteins VP7 (encoded by 7/8/9th gene segments based on the strain) and spike protein VP4 
(encoded by 4th gene segment). VP7 (denoted as ‘G’-glycoprotein) and VP4 (denoted as ‘P’-
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protease sensitive protein) proteins are capable of generating neutralizing antibodies that 
protect birds from disease (Niture et al. 2010b). Also, VP4 can undergo proteolytic cleavage 
that further enhances infectivity of RVs (McNulty 2003). Among non-structural proteins 
(NSP), Avian RV (AvRV) NSP4- a viral enterotoxin, is known to have major differences in 
amino acids when compared to similar protein in mammalian RVs (Mori et al. 2002a; 
Kusumakar et al. 2010).  
 
2.3 Replication cycle 
Replication and assembly of RVs occurs in the cytoplasm of host cells and virus particles are 
commonly found within vacuoles. The RV replication cycle (Figure 3) includes the following 
steps: attachment, mediated by VP4 and VP7; penetration and un-coating; plus strand ssRNA 
(=mRNA) synthesis, mediated by VP1, VP3 and VP2; viroplasm formation, mediating RNA 
packaging, minus strand RNA synthesis (=RNA replication) and DLP formation; Virus 
particle maturation (to TLPs) and release (Desselberger, 2014). 
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2.4 Rotavirus evolution (Dhama et al., 2015) 
The evolution of RVs has been elucidated by widespread genome-wide RT-PCR genotyping 
supported by cDNA sequencing (Matthijnssens and Van Ranst, 2012). Several mechanisms 
were identified (Iturriza-Gomara et al., 2003): frequent point mutations in all RNA segments, 
either sporadically occurring or sequentially accumulating (Iturriza-Gómara et al., 2000, 
Ianiro et al., 2013, Hemming and Vesikari, 2013a and De Grazia et al., 2014); genome 
reassortment occurring in doubly infected individual cells and organisms in vivo (Iturriza-
Gómara et al., 2001), often involved in zoonotic transmission (Steyer et al., 2008, Martella et 
al., 2010, Todd et al., 2010, Matthijnssens et al., 2011b, Papp et al., 2013, Mullick et al., 
2013, Soma et al., 2013, Cowley et al., 2013); genome rearrangements, consisting of partial 
duplications or deletions of nucleotide sequences of individual segments, a special form of 
recombination (Desselberger, 1996); true genome recombination involving several segments 
(Parra et al., 2004, Phan et al., 2007, Cao et al., 2008, Martínez-Laso et al., 2009, Donker et 
al., 2011 and Jere et al., 2011); several of the aforementioned mechanisms acting in 
combination. The main mechanisms appear to be point mutations that occur continuously due 
to the high error rate of the RV RdRp and genome reassortments. Animal RVs can also be 
directly transmitted to humans (Soma et al., 2013 and Steyer et al., 2013). 
 
2.5 Classification 
Rotaviruses constitute the genus Rotavirus, one of the 15 genera of Reoviridae family which 
is subdivided into the sub-families of the Sedoreovirinae (genera Cardoreovirus, 
Mimoreovirus, Orbivirus, Phytoreovirus, Rotavirus, Seadornavirus) and the Spinareovirinae 
(genera Aquareovirus, Coltivirus, Cypovirus, Dinovernavirus, Fijivirus, Idnoreovirus, 
Mycoreovirus, Orthoreovirus, Oryzavirus). 
Classification of AvRVs was initially obtained by cross-immunofluorescence studies or 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis of dsRNA segments (Guy 1998). 
Analyzed by PAGE, the genomic RNA segments cluster into four regions, I to IV. According 
to the distribution of segments in each region, the AvRV-A has a pattern of 5:1:3:2, RV-D has 
a pattern of 5:2:2:2, while mammalian RV-A show a pattern of 4:2:3:2, respectively 
(McNulty et al. 1981) (Figure 2). On the pattern of electrophoretic migration of the RVs 
genome segments at least 8 different groups, also termed species, are differentiated (termed 
RVA-RVH) (Matthijnssens et al., 2012; Estes & Kapikian, 2007). The antigenicity of RV is 
determined by three major structural proteins: VP4, VP6 and VP7, with multiple serotypes 
recognized in each serogroup. According to the serological reactivity RVs share a group 
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(serogroup) antigen have historically been termed group A RV, the RVs which lack RV-A 
antigen are referred to as atypical RVs that belong to groups D, F, G and H (Guy 1998; 
McNulty 2003; Otto et al. 2012; Hemida 2013). RV-A is the most predominant across the 
world (Matthijnssens et al. 2011c). RV-D, RV-F and RV-G have been seen exclusively in 
poultry (Urasawa et al. 1992; Saif & Jiang 1994; Santos & Hoshino 2005; Kattoor et al. 
2013a; Kattoor et al. 2013b). AvRV-A and D have been shown to predominate in sick 
individuals of several avian species, whereas AvRV-F and G have been occasionally reported 
(Otto et al., 2006; Otto et al., 2012; Kindler et al., 2013; Beserra & Gregori, 2014).  
The RV-A species comprises at least 27 G types (according to the nucleotide (nt) sequence of 
VP7) and 37 P types (according to the nt sequence of VP4) (Matthijnssens et al., 2011a and 
Rotavirus Classification Working Group, 2013). For G types, serotypes and genotypes are 
synonymous, e.g. G1, G2, etc. For P types, there are many more P genotypes than reference 
sera determining P serotypes: therefore, a double nomenclature has been introduced, e.g. 
P1A[8] designating the P serotype 1A and P genotype 8, etc. (Estes and Greenberg, 2013). A 
comprehensive, nt sequence-based classification comprising the complete genome has been 
introduced for RVAs, in which the VP7–VP4–VP6–VP1–VP2–VP3–NSP1–NSP2–NSP3–
NSP4–NSP5/6 genotypes are identified and differentiated according to particular cut-off 
points of nt sequence identities (Matthijnssens et al., 2008a, Matthijnssens et al., 2008b, 
Matthijnssens et al., 2011a and Maes et al., 2009). Phylogenetic analysis placed RVs in two 
major clades consisting of rotavirus A/C/D/F and rotavirus B/G/H (Kindler et al. 2013). The 
AvRVs are antigenically related and morphologically identical to mammalian RVs (McNulty 
et al. 1978, 1979). 
 
2.6 Epidemiology/Pathogenicity  
The RV enteritis in poults and chickens has been reported from Europe, UK, USA, Argentina, 
Brazil, China, Russia, Bangladesh and India (Savita et al. 2008a; McNulty 2003; Kattoor et 
al. 2013a). Although Rotaviruses cause enteric diseases in mammals and birds, RVs are often 
detected in otherwise healthy flocks, particularly when sensitive molecular diagnostic assays 
are used. A retrospective look at cases involving poultry enteritis in California from 1993 to 
2003 reveals that RVs were the most common viruses detected via EM during that time 
(Woolcocka P.R. and Shivaprasad H.L., 2008). In a similar study in Minnesota, turkey flocks 
diagnosed with Poult Enteritis Syndrome (PES) were determined by EM to be infected with 
RV 48% of the time. In another study on PES, 93% of PES cases studied were positive for 
RV by RT-PCR (Jindal et al., 2009, 2010).  
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Virus associated gastrointestinal diseases have a tendency to preponderate mainly in young 
chicks (Dhama al., 2015). Other infectious agents convolute these diseases under field 
conditions. Many authors reported mixed disease of RV with other viruses, Reoviruses,  
Enteroviruses (Figure 4), Adenoviruses, Astroviruses (AsTVs), not only in chicken and turkey 
poults, but also in minor avian species (Andral et al. 1985 and Saif et al. 1985; Reynolds et al. 
1987, Gough et al. 1990), and bacteria/protozoa, like Cryptosporidium, Salmonella, E. coli, 
Enterococcus, Eimeria spp (Yu et al. 2000; Jindal et al. 2009, 2010, Perry et al. 1991).  
 
Figure 4: Transmission Electron Microscope image of Rotavirus and enterovirus-like virus 




Symptoms occur due to prolific viral replication in intestinal epithelium, resulting in nutrient 
mal-absorption; finally affecting feed conversion ratio and inflicting severe economic losses 
to poultry industry (McNulty 2003; Villarreal et al. 2006). Presence of virus in fecal material 
and extreme resistance of viruses have paved way for a persistent presence of this disease in 
poultry environments. Many reports have shown that flocks of broilers and turkeys frequently 
experience simultaneous/sequential diseases with different RV groups (McNulty et al. 1984; 
Todd & McNulty 1986; Reynolds et al. 1987; Theil & Saif 1987) and mixed disease with 
other enteric pathogens. 
Mammalian rotaviruses are known to have varying degrees of virulence, but evidence for any 
variance among AvRVs is limited to indirect evidence. Anyway, the major obstacle in 
controlling disease is attributed to high antigenic variation particularly due to antigenic shift 
(Iturriza-Gomara et al. 2004; Simmonds et al. 2008). 
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2.7 Host range 
In poultry, rotavirus enteric infection occurs frequently in turkeys, chickens and pheasants, 
but only sporadically in guinea fowls, partridges, quails, pigeons, ducks, scoters and lovebirds 
(Takase et al., 1986; Reynolds et al., 1987; Gough et al., 1990; Pascucci & Lavazza, 1994; 
Legrottaglie et al., 1997; Otto et al., 2012; Minamoto et al. 1988; Takehara et al. 1991; 
Pantin-Jackwood et al. 2007). 
Although RV affects birds of all age groups, young birds (1-2 weeks) are most susceptible 
with high mortality (Dey 2003; Tamehiro et al. 2003; Islam et al. 2009; Yamamoto et al. 
2011). Most of natural AvRV diseases occur during age of less than 6 weeks in turkeys, 
chickens, pheasants, partridges and ducks.  
It has been suggested previously that RVs of avian species are separated from RVs of 
mammals early during the process of evolution (Dhama et al., 2015). They have got more 
similarity to RVs of avian species than to RVs of mammals in terms of both genetic as well as 
antigenic properties.  
 
2.8 Transmission 
The resistance and the extreme stability permit the persistence of the virus in the environment 
(Brussow et al. 1992a; Rohwedder et al. 1995, 1997; Mori et al. 2001). The RVs can survive 
in waste for 2 to 6 months (Guy 1998; Boone and Gerba, 2007). No information is available 
of AvRv in feces, but by extrapolation from mammalian RV, environmental condition is 
likely to be persistent. Water as well as sewage and inanimate objects have been found to be 
rich sources of RVs detected in poultry sheds (Brussow et al. 1992a; Rohwedder et al. 1995, 
1997; Mori et al. 2001; Savita et al. 2008a). Huge quantum of AvRVs is excreted via avian 
feces and horizontal transmission readily occurs by oral route or direct contact (McNulty 
2003). There are no reports of vertical or egg transmission of RVs in flocks till to date 
(Dhama et al., 2015), but RV detection in 3-day-old turkey poults prompted speculation that 
transmission occurs either in or on egg (Theil and Saif, 1987). No evidence is available for a 
carrier state of RVs in birds. Despins and Axtell, 1994 demonstrated darkling beetle larvae as 
a mechanical vector for turkey RVs.  
Several investigators have reported natural cases in which inter-species transmission of 
AvRVs (RV 993/83), especially to bovines as well as experimental animals has been reported 
(Brussow et al. 1992a, 1992b; Mori et al. 2001, 2002a; Tamehiro et al. 2003; Ahmed & 
Ahmed 2006). Besides, there are also reports of mammalian RVs having the ability to get 
transmitted to avian species (Wani et al. 2003; Schumann et al. 2009). 
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2.9 Pathogenesis 
The RVs present in environment gains entry into body through ingestion. The dual capsid 
protein coat makes virus very resistant to stomach pH and digestive enzymes in the 
gastrointestinal tract. After ingestion, replication commences, mainly in mature villus 
epithelium of small intestine (McNulty 1997, 2003). The outer capsid protein VP4 plays an 
important role in initiating a viral infection via attachment and entry, it gets cleaved into two 
fragments known as VP5 and VP8. The VP8 interacts with host receptor resulting in 
attachment and entry of virions into host cells (Dhama et al., 2015). Specifically, RV invades 
epithelial cells especially at the top of intestinal villi, where vacuolization and epithelial loss 
can be observed, followed by crypt hyperplasia. Subsequent viral replication results in lysis of 
host intestinal cells, thereby impairing nutrient absorption (see also replication cycle chapter). 
AvRVs causes decreased glucose-stimulated sodium transport and net absorption of sodium, 
potassium, chloride and water resulting in rapid onset of severe, watery diarrhea with loss of 
electrolytes in feces (Hamilton & Gall 1982). After efficient multiplication of AvRV, progeny 
virions are excreted via feces within a period of 2 to 5 days post exposure (McNulty et al. 
1983; Guy 1998). In birds, besides small intestine, viral multiplication has also been observed 
in colon and cecum (Lublin et al. 2004). Diarrhea occurs due to destruction of mature villous 
enterocytes and replacement by immature epithelial cells from crypts (Moon 1978). Diarrhea 
may also occur as a result of mal-absorption and mal-digestion. However, recently one of 
non-structural proteins, NSP4, has been attributed to a major cause of rotavirus-mediated 
disease pathogenesis. NSP4 has been shown to be an enterotoxin that is capable of causing 
secretory diarrhea (Kapikian et al. 2001; Dhama et al., 2015).  
In synthesis, disease mechanism main factors are: mal-adsorption following destruction of 
epithelium (Estes and Atmar, 2003), villus ischemia (Osborne et al., 1991), the action of 
NSP4, a viral enterotoxin (Ball et al., 1996, Greenberg and Estes, 2009), and also the 
activation of the enteric nervous system (Lundgren et al., 2000). 
 
2.10 Clinical signs 
In commercial poultry, rotavirus-associated enteric disease may range from subclinical to 
severe forms. Diarrhea is the major clinical outcome, together with characteristic features as 
dehydration and anorexia, decreased feed absorption and subsequent reduced weight gain, 
unpaired flock uniformity (Figure 5), increased mortality (McNulty 1997; Guy 1998; 
McNulty 2003; Tamehiro et al. 2003; Otto et al. 2006). In young chickens, milder version of 
disease may be noticed that can lead to a more severe clinical manifestation in chickens of age 
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group between 12-21 days. This is mainly characterized by unrest and ingestion of litter, 
watery feces, wet litter, and severe diarrhea (Barnes 1997).  
The disease is often complicated by concomitant and/or secondary infections with other 
pathogens, and is largely influenced by a reduced immune status of affected birds and 
inappropriate management procedures (Villareal et al., 2006; Yegani & Korver, 2008; 
Spackman et al., 2010). Similar to avian Reoviruses, it has been suggested that RVs may also 
cause runting and stunting syndrome in poultry (Otto et al. 2006). Co-infections of AvRVs 
with other enteric pathogens such as AsTVs and Coronaviruses (CoVs) have been recognized 
to cause enteritis in poultry flocks (Chandra et al. 2001). Such kind of mixed disease has been 
more intensely identified in broiler flocks.  
Variations in virulence and severity of clinical signs associated with different rotavirus strains 
have been reported. The pathogenesis and clinical signs of group A rotavirus in birds has been 
well established (Pantin-Jackwood et al.2008; Schuman et al. 2009; Trojnar et al. 2009; 
Jindal et al., 2010; Ursu et al. 2011). Prevalence of groups D, F and G RVs has only been 
described recently (Trojnar et al. 2010; Johne et al. 2011; Otto et al. 2012) . Otto et al. (2006) 
reported that group D rotavirus plays a major role in pathogenesis of runting and stunting 
syndrome (RSS) in flocks with severe villous atrophy. Variation in virulence might be due to 
the differences in virulence of RV strains or interaction of other infectious agents, 
environmental stress or management factors (McNulty 1997), but studies on pathogenesis and 
clinical signs in birds are lacking. 
 
Figure 5: Symptoms of a Rotavirus infection (IZSLER images): A. Impaired flock uniformity;  
B. Diarrhea 
  
A   B  
 
2.11 Gross lesions and histopathology (Figure 6) 
The major pathological lesions of RV enteritis in birds include whitish-transparent intestinal 
walls, enlarged gall bladder, and atrophy of the pancreas along with degeneration of bursa of 
Fabricius, rickets and proventriculitis (Lublin et al. 2004). Large amount of fluids and gas 
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could be seen in intestine and ceca. The carcass may be dehydrated, reveal stunting growth, 
pasted and inflamed vents, anemia due to vent pecking, litter in gizzard and inflammation of 
plantar surface of foot (Bergeland et al. 1977; Horrox 1980; McNulty et al. 1980, 1983; 
Yason et al. 1987; Shawky et al. 1993; Haynes et al. 1994). In some cases, hemorrhages are 
also noticed in caecal walls especially in pheasant chicks (Gough et al. 1990).  
 
Figure 6: A Chicken enteritis; B Turkey enteritis; C Guinea fowl enteritis (IZSLER images) 
 
A      
B      
C      
 
Histopathology shows vacuolation of enterocytes, separation and desquamation of enterocytes 
from lamina propria, and infiltration of inflammatory cells in lamina propria (McNulty 
2003). Generally, in RV infected birds, decrease in mean villous lengths as well as increase in 
crypt depths results in reduced villus to crypt ratios. Subsequent to this, morphometric 
changes are more pronounced in duodenum and jejunum than ileum (Hayhow & Saif 1993; 
Shawky et al. 1993; Yason et al. 1987). All these lesions are not pathognomonic for RV 
disease. 
 
2.12 Immunity  
Maternally derived antibodies against RV are passively transferred to the avian embryo 
through egg yolk. This antibody titer progressively decreases in serum and is undetectable at 
3-4 weeks of age (Yason & Schat 1986a). Circulating maternally derived IgG protects the 
intestinal mucosa during first week of life against RV disease (Yason & Schat 1986a; Shawky 
et al. 1993). Evidence showed that IgG gets transferred from blood to the intestine. However, 
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maternally derived IgG could not be detected in intestinal washings of poults hatched from 
naturally infected hens (Shawky et al. 1994).  
Older birds generally develop higher antibody titers and respond more quickly than younger 
birds. Information regarding development and duration of immunity to RVs following disease 
of birds are scarce. Rotavirus specific IgM, IgG and IgA were detected in serum where 
intestinal antibody response entirely consisted of IgA.  
 
2.13 Diagnosis 
The classical way to diagnose AvRV infection in the laboratory is to identify the virus in 
feces or intestinal contents by EM. It is a sensitive diagnostic approach that detects RVs of all 
serogroups (Theil et al. 1986c), but it is a costlier and cumbersome option.  
Another methods is the direct detection of 11 different segments of RNA and their typical 
pattern of migration in PAGE performed via silver staining (Svensson et al. 1986). Compared 
to EM, PAGE is equally sensitive and it gives provisional information of the subgroup/s 
present (Guy 1998).   
AvRv can be isolated on embryonated chicken eggs, in primary cell culture (chick embryo 
liver cells/chick kidney cells) or in continuous cell lines (MA104). The isolation is useful only 
for group A avian RVs, but it is not frequently used for diagnosis and it has been proven 
extremely difficult to cultivate other rotavirus serogroups in cell cultures (McNulty et al. 
1984; Yason & Schat 1985; Rodriguez et al. 2004; Villarreal et al. 2006). Because infections 
with non-group A RV constitute the majority of infections in chicken and turkeys, virus 
isolation cannot be recommended as a diagnostic technique.  
Detection of avian rotaviral antigens in tissues using  fluorescent antibody (FA) and immune 
EM requires specific antisera. However, these procedures may be used to identify specific 
serogroups (Saif et al. 1985; Theil et al. 1986c).  
Flocks could be checked for AvRV by group specific RV VP6-antigen using enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or by immunohistochemistry (McNulty 2003; Lublin et al. 
2004). Commercially available ELISAs are used for diagnosis of group A RVs in 
mammalian. However, no ELISAs are available to detect RVs of groups D, F and G so far.  
Recently, a great deal of progress has been made in the development of molecular diagnostic 
assays for AvRVs. While considering molecular detection tools for RV, best option is highly 
rapid and sensitive reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) (Guy 1998; 
McNulty 2003; Otto et al. 2006; Schumann et al. 2009; Trojnar et al. 2009, 2010; Kattoor et 
al. 2014). Aside to detection, for molecular characterization of the AvRVs, genomic 
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variations are a big obstacle. Further characterization of VP7 and VP4 genes of AvRV isolates 
could give idea regarding additional serotypes that might exist in poultry environment 
(Hoshino and Kapikian 1996).  
Serologic diagnosis of RV infection is difficult and not recommended; ELISA kits for RV-A 
antibodies are used to control SPF flocks. 
 
2.14 Intervention strategy 
2.14.1 Management procedures 
For control of disease, secondary bacterial enteritis has to be kept under control through 
antimicrobial medication. In order to reduce environmental contamination and exposure of 
young birds to RVs, control should aim at ensuring thorough cleaning and disinfection of 
poultry houses (Dhama et al., 2015). Few published papers are available regarding 
susceptibility of avian RVs to chemical and physical inactivating agents. Glutaraldehyde had 
greater inactivating capacity against AvRV than sodium hypochlorite and iodophor 
disinfectants; RVs are also sensitive to phenol and formaldehyde (Minamoto & Yuki 1988). 
RVs are relatively heat-stable (Guy 1998). Strict biosecurity measures must be followed in 
order to prevent any chance of spread of disease from one flock to another one (Attoui et al. 
2012). Frequent removal of litter and thorough cleaning of poultry house and equipment 
before restocking with a new flock could minimize the chance of disease. 
 
2.14.2 Vaccination 
It has been well proven that maternally derived antibodies have a paramount role in protection 
of intestinal mucosa against avian RV-A attack, especially during the initial few weeks of life 
(Shawky et al. 1993; 1994; Saif & Fernandez 1996). As a consequence, vaccines have to be 
developed and should be made commercially available. Till to date, as it is difficult to develop 
vaccines largely due to high antigenic variation of AvRVs and the fact that non-RV-A are 
difficult to grow in cell culture, such vaccines are not in practice. 
The long-term persistence of a high antibody level in yolk and simplicity of generation of 
large amounts of chromatographically pure antibody preparations may open new ways for 
their employment as an effective strategy to defend AvRV diseases.  The viral enterotoxin, 
NSP4 is another option for vaccines as the NSP4 antigenic structure is highly conserved 
among RVs and is a good candidate for vaccine development (Borgan et al. 2003). Detailed 
studies on immune response of birds to rotavirus disease are insufficient and research studies 
regarding vaccine aspects are lacking.  
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3. WORKING HYPOTHESIS AND AIMS OF THE Ph.D PROJECT 
RVs are considered as emerging pathogens with potential to cause huge economic losses to 
the growing poultry industry (Jones et al. 1979; Theil et al. 1986a; Holland 1990; Barrios et 
al. 1991; Dodet et al. 1997; Tamehiro et al. 2003; Mcnulty 2003; Jackwood et al. 2007; 
Chauhan et al. 2008; Dhama et al. 2009; Jindal et al. 2012; Malik et al. 2012, 2013a). As a 
consequence, control of rotaviral diarrhea is a major concern in the poultry production sector, 
which can be achieved by vaccination and sanitation. However, appearance of multiple 
groups in RVs and high genetic diversity within groups hinders production of an effective 
vaccine against AvRVs (Borgan et al. 2003). Monitoring rotavirus distribution in different 
avian species is crucial to uncover diversity among strains and to better understand RV 
ecology in the field and to obtain the best management solutions for solving the problem. 
Infection with AvRVs from different groups might explain the high variability of clinical 
signs and lesions associated with rotavirus enteritis in avian species (Otto et al, 2006). 
Moreover, it is not clear if particular signs or symptoms are correlated with the 
infection from a specific group. 
Differently from mammalian rotaviruses, AvRVs have generally been paid little attention in 
spite of their wide diffusion among several bird species and their important role in term of 
economic and commercial impact. Although several studies have highlighted the presence of 
RV enteritis in different avian species worldwide, only a few epidemiological molecular 
studies, mostly limited to chickens and turkeys, investigated the distribution of the different 
groups of AvRVs (Otto et al., 2012; Kindler et al., 2013; Beserra et al., 2014; Lavazza et al., 
2005). The consequence is that we have very few and old data about infection 
prevalence, dynamics and epidemiological features of rotavirus strains both of industrial 
and game birds. 
Regarding diagnosis, in the past, electron microscopy with negative staining (nsEM) has 
aided considerably the detection of RVs in faecal samples, but it doesn’t allow distinguishing 
between the different rotavirus groups. Grouping of rotaviruses on the basis of their 
electrophoretic RNA migration profile in polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (RNA-PAGE) is 
hampered by lower sensitivity as compared to other molecular methods such as RT-PCR and 
could be complicated by the presence of unusual RNA migration patterns and the possible 
occurrence of genome rearrangements. In general, screening diagnostic protocols to 
rapidly and correctly detect all circulating strains and new methods for a correct, 
punctual and more rapid grouping are needed.  
On the basis of the detected issues, this project aims at: 
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- giving accurate data on prevalence and strains characterization for commercial and game-
hunting poultry flocks;  
- giving data to better understand the dynamics and the timing of RV infection in avian 
species; 
- giving answers to the epidemiological gap. In particular by the use of longitudinal studies 
associated to genetic studies, the project tried to give more contextual and accurate data 
about the infection dynamics in the flock; 
- evaluating a possible correlation between specific symptoms and lesion severity with the 
infection with a specific group;  
- developing modern and accurate diagnostic tools, in particular group-specific RT-PCR 
protocols to be applied to the diagnosis and characterization of AvRVs belonging to the 
main groups. 
 
The articulation of the project into phases has been defined as follows: 
1) samples/data collection from routine diagnostics (current and retrospective); 
2) samples/data collection from longitudinal studies; 
3) strains identification and characterization;  
4) sequencing and phylogenetic analysis of the obtained sequences; 
5) development of innovative diagnostic methods.  
The project phases are summarized in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7. Schematic project phases 
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4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
4.1 Retrospective data collection/strains characterization 
4.1.1 Prevalence and symptoms/pathological findings data  
Data on the diffusion of RVs infection and on symptoms/pathological features associated to 
the infection in avian species from commercial and game-hunting species flocks were 
systematically collected starting from the internal data management program of the IZSLER 
(DarwIn) using the IZSLER data search engine (Bobj). Nine years (2006-2014) were included 
in the analysis. 
 
4.1.2 Strains selection and characterization  
4.1.2.1 Samples  
In order to identify and characterize the highest number of RVs strains related to the main 
avian species both in commercial and game-hunting fields, a selection of samples previously 
found positive for AvRV in nsEM in different years (n=117, Table 1 and 2) was further 
analysed. Samples belonged to different species: 76 chicken, 5 guinea fowl, 21 turkey, 10 
pheasant, 5 partridge. The age of the birds varied from one to six weeks of age. The 117 
selected samples included 108 pooled samples and 9 individual samples. Each pooled sample 
is composed by feces or intestinal contents of 2 to 30 birds (more frequently 5-10) that were 
chosen randomly within each flock.  
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Table 2: Samples grouped by internal number, species and nsEM results 
 
Year Internal number Specie nsEM 
2006 
166 guinea fowl rota+/- enterolike+ 
930 partridge rota+  
1090 partridge rota+  
1354 chicken rota+/entero+ 
1427 turkey rota ++++ 
1573 chicken rota+/- 
1595 chicken rota++ 
1705 chicken rota+  
1914 guinea fowl rota++++ 
1917 turkey rota+ 
1959 turkey rota+ 
194 turkey rota +++ fagi + 
1972 chicken rota+++ 
2087 chicken rota+++ 
2138 chicken rota ++ 
2198 chicken rota + 
194 turkey rota ++++ 
339 chicken rota+++++ 
385 chicken rota +++ 
516 chicken rota++ 
515 chicken rota + 
600 chicken rota +++++ 
855 chicken rota++ 
2007 
237 chicken rota ++ 
612 chicken rota +++ enterolike + 
774 pheasant  rota ++++ 
821 turkey rota +++ astro ++ 
835 chicken rota +++ 
981 turkey rota + 
981 guinea fowl rota + 
1235 turkey rota +/- 
1238 chicken rota + 
1339 chicken rota ++ 
1832 chicken rota ++++ 
276 turkey rota+ astro++ 
1854 chicken rota +++ 
1946 chicken rota +++ 
1967 chicken rota ++  
2061 chicken rota + entero + 
2068 chicken rota + 
2127 chicken rota +++ 
276 turkey rota+ astro+++ 
279 chicken rota ++ fagi +++++ 
435 chicken rota + 
462 chicken rota + fagi 
484 turkey rota ++ 
543 turkey rota +++ 
570 chicken rota ++ 
2008 
20 chicken rota + 
854 chicken rota + 
882 pheasant rota ++ fagi ++ 
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886 chicken rota ++ 
1220 turkey rota + fagi ++ 
1239 chicken rota +++ 
1277 pheasant rota + 
1375 pheasant rota ++ 
1676 chicken rota + 
1793 chicken rota++ 
1821 chicken rota + 
451 chicken rota + 
1873 chicken rota ++ 
1872 chicken rota ++ 
2196 turkey rota +++ 
499 chicken rota + fagi + 
581 chicken rota + 
583 chicken rota + 
692 guinea fowl rota + 
729 pheasant rota +++ 
793 chicken rota + fagi + 
814 chicken rota +++ 
2009 
252 chicken rota++ 
743 pheasant rota++ 
809 pheasant rota+ 
1232 guinea fowl rota+ 
1314 chicken rota+ 
1451 turkey rota++ 
1567 turkey rota+  
257 chicken rota+++ 
371 chicken rota+++ 
503 chicken rota++ 
504 chicken rota+++ 
521 turkey rota+++ 
596 chicken rota++ 
662 chicken rota++ 
690 chicken rota+ 
2010 
615 chicken rota + 
691 chicken rota++ 
308 chicken rota+ 
824 chicken rota+ 
956 partridge rota++ 
574 partridge rota++ 
1010 pheasant rota ++ 
2011 
1035 chicken rota ++++ 
1414 chicken rota + 
580 chicken rota ++++ 
745 chicken rota +/- 
319 chicken enterolike ++ rota + 
928 chicken rota ++++ 
826 turkey rota ++ 
387 turkey rota ++ 
723 partridge rota+++ 
864 pheasant rota ++ 
318 chicken rota + 
162 chicken rota ++ 
1354 chicken rota + 
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2012 
568 chicken rota+++ 
1359 chicken rota++ 
612 chicken rota+++ 
646 pheasant rota++ 
660,1 chicken rota++ entero+++ 
660,2 chicken rota+++ entero +++ 
860 chicken rota++++ 
1095 turkey rota+ astro++ 
1238 chicken rota++ 
1358 chicken rota++++ 
 
4.1.2.2 Methods 
Samples positive by nsEM were further analysed by group A ELISA and by groups RT-PCRs. 
In addition, a further selection (n=58) from the 117 samples was analysed by RNA-PAGE.  
Data on clinical signs and lesions at necropsy and the results of complementary laboratory 
investigation (microbiological examination), when available, were also recorded. 
 
Group A ELISA  
Positive samples were analyzed by an in-house sandwich ELISA test for group A rotaviruses 
(Lavazza A., 1989). The samples were diluted 1/10 (w/v) in PBS-A, centrifuged at 3000 rpm 
for 30 min and surnatants were used for the ELISA test.  
 
AvRVs RT-PCRs 
All 117 samples were subjected to viral RNA extraction from 140μl of each suspension using 
a commercial kit (QIAamp Viral RNA kit; Qiagen), following the manufacturer's instructions, 
and stored at -80°C until use. Extracted viral RNA was quantified by using Infiniter
®
 200 
NanoQuant (Tecan) spectrophotometer and was subjected to four different group-specific RT-
PCR assays, using AvRV-A and AvRV-D specific primers (Table 3) described by Otto et al. 
(2012) and reported in the table, and AvRV-F and AvRV-G primers newly designed as 
described below. RT-PCR assays were performed in a one-step format using the commercial 
QIAGEN OneStep RT-PCR kit (Qiagen). Briefly, 10μl of extracted RNA were mixed with 
1.5μl of each primer (20μM), subjected to incubation at 98°C for 5 min to allow the 
denaturation of double-stranded viral RNA and cooled immediately on ice. Then 13μl of 
RNA template was added to 37μl of a RT-PCR-master mix containing 2μl of enzyme-mix, 
2μl of dNTPs Mix (10mM each dNTP), 1× RT-PCR buffer (included in the kit) and ddH2O to 
a final volume of 50μl. The initial steps of the  cycle program consisted of a cycle of reverse 
transcription at 50°C for 30 min followed by Taq polymerase activation at 95°C for 15 min. 
This was followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 sec, annealing at 52°C for 1 
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min, extension at 72°C for 1 min. After a final elongation step at 72°C for 10 min, the 
amplification products were examined by electrophoresis in a 2% agarose gel, stained with 
ethidium bromide and visualized under UV light. 
 
Table 3: Primers used for VP6 RT-PCR (Otto et al. 2012) 
 
Specificity Name Sequence (5’-3’) Position (nt)* Amplicon size 
Rotavirus group A 
ARVA6-1F CACCACGACTTATGCAGAGA 709-728 
493bp 
ARVA6-1R CTCCGAATGGATGCTACTGT 1201-1182 
Rotavirus group D 
ARVD6-1F GCGACAACTGAGACAACTG 1008-1026 
186 bp 
ARVD6-1R GGAAGCAGTTGTCATCAAC 1193-1175 
* Nucleotide position on VP6 of RV-A strain 02V0002G3 (acc. number DQ096805) and D strain 
05V0049 (acc. number GU733451) 
 
Primer design for complete AvRV-F and AvRV-G VP6 and for AvRV-A and AvRV-D 
NSP4,VP6,VP4 
Primers were selected by alignment of sequences from Gen Bank, by using Bioedit and 
designed by using Primer 3 program (Table 4). Primer sequences were reported in the Table 
5. The sensitivity of the newly designed group-specific primers was determined by testing six 
replicates of 10-fold serial dilutions of PCR products from positive control samples, starting 
with an initial concentration of 10
8
 to a final concentration of 10
0
 gene copies/reaction. The 
specificity was determined by RT-PCR analysis of a panel of 19 isolates of avian viruses 
different from rotavirus. Selected avian rotavirus samples found to be positive by PAGE 
(Rotavirus A Partridge/Italy/930/2006, Rotavirus D Chicken/Italy/600/2006, Rotavirus F 
Partridge/Italy/956/2010 and Rotavirus G Partridge/Italy/956/2010) were partially sequenced 
on the VP6 gene by using primers designed in laboratory to confirm proper group assignment 
through BLAST search in NCBI GenBank database and used as positive control in group 
specific RT-PCR assays. The respective sequences were submitted to GenBank with the 
following accession numbers: KT073226, KT073227, KT073228 and KT073229. 
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Table 4: Access numbers of aligned sequences for the selection of primers for segments 
NSP4, VP4, VP6 and VP7 of group A and D, and of VP6 of F and G group 
 
 
Table 5: Primers used for the amplification of segments NSP4, VP4, VP6 and VP7 of AvRV-A 
and D and the segment of the VP6 of AvRV-F and G 
  
GROUP F GROUP GGROUP DGROUP A UPPO F UPPO 
NSP4 VP6 VP7 VP4 NSP4 VP6 VP7 VP4 VP6 VP6
AB009627 EF687020 AB080737 AB009632 GU733452 JQ065735 GU733451 GU733445 HQ403603 HQ403604
AB065285 D16329 AB080738 EU486956	-63 GU733448 KC669408
AB065286 D82980 D82979 JQ085405 HM060260 KC669409
AB065287 DQ096805 EU486971	-77 JX204814 HM060261 KC669410
AY062937 DQ478589 FJ169861 JX204825 JN034682 KC669411
EF204132	-	43 EU486964	-70 FN393054 KC962115 JN703463 KC669412
EU400300	-	27 FJ169858 FN393055 KC962116 JQ065734 KC669413
FJ169862 JN635503 FN393056 KC962117 JQ065736 KC669414
FJ794426	-	65	 JQ085406 JQ085407 KC962118 NC_014519







GR PPO A GRUPP  D
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Guinea fowl 5 
Total 36 
 
Sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 
PCR products were purified using NucleoSpin Gel and PCR clean-up kits (Macherey-Nagel), 
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Nucleotide sequences were performed by Big Dye 
Terminator (Applied Biosystems) using the same primers used for RT-PCR. The phylogenetic 
dendogram was constructed by comparing RV sequences from various groups, including 
human and animal groups A-D RVs. Analysis was performed on the coding regions of the 
four segments. The alignment was performed using the CLUSTAL W method in the 
MEGALIGN module of the DNASTAR software package and phylogenetic trees were 
constructed using neighbor-joining method as implemented in the MEGA Vsoftware package. 




Fifty-eight out of the 117 samples positive for RVs by nsEM were further analyzed by RNA-
PAGE. After ultracentrifugation of the samples on a 25% sucrose cushion, dsRNA was 
extracted using Trizol (following manufacturer instructions, Invitrogen), denatured and 
subjected to electrophoresis in 7.5% polyacrylamide slab gels at 150V for 16h. The migration 
patterns were visualized by SilverXpress
®
 SilverStaining Kit (Invitrogen). 
 
4.1.3 Statistical analysis  
Correlation of general signs/lesions or gastro-enteric lesions observed in the field and at post 
mortem examination with the presence of specific RV groups or different combinations of RV 
groups, even with regard to the different species involved, was accomplished. The Chi-square 
test for independence with Monte-Carlo resampling approximation (Agresti, 2002), using a R 
software version 3.2.0 for statistical computing (http://www.r-project.org) was applied. 
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4.2 Longitudinal studies 
The study also aimed to define longitudinal studies that may be useful to better understand the 
dynamics and the timing of infection in avian species. 
Therefore it was decided to: define the longitudinal study (sampling method, collection step, 
production/age groups), inform field veterinarians (distribution of information material, 
anamnestic info sheet), collect and analyze samples (nsEM, and, if positive, RV-A ELISA, 
RT-PCR for AstVs and RVs, and sequencing), analyze obtained results. 
 
4.2.1 Study design 
At the annual national meeting of avian pathology (52° SIPA Annual Meeting, April 11, 
2013, Fiera di Forlì), given the presence of the majority of veterinarians involved in the avian 
production field, the study and the arrangements for collaboration in the collection of samples 
in longitudinal mode (“brochure”, Figure 8) were presented. It was also illustrated the 
anamnestic info sheet accompanying samples (“info sheet”, Figure 9). 
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4.2.2 Inclusion criteria/sampling schedule 
In order to select the flocks for the longitudinal sampling, some base selection criteria were 
lead down: 
- integrated chains with different flocks geographically apart, but supplied by the same 
hatchery; 
- flocks with a recent history of enteritis, growth dissimilarity and/or other symptoms 
consistent with a rotavirus infection;  
- possibility to follow/monitor the same flock in consecutive production batches. 
Two integrated production chains (chain 1: turkey industrial breeding; chain 2: broiler 
industrial breeding) were selected and included in the project.  
 
Chain 1  
Five flocks, all supplied by the same hatchery, were sampled. In all the flocks history of 
enteritis during the first weeks of life and /or productivity reduction associated with reduced 
growth, was reported. Biosecurity and health conditions were similar for all flocks included. 
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Chain 2 
The study in this chain has been managed as a case-control study. In particular, the "case" 
included animals from the breeding flock with a history of enteritis and growth disparity, 
moreover the "control" includes animals of the same chain, but without obvious symptoms 
attributable to rotavirus infection. 
 
For both chains, samples were weekly collected in a longitudinal way from inclusion to 35-42 
days of age. The detailed schedule of sampling for the different flocks is reported in the Table 
7. At every collection point, four chicks were collected (preferably alive and symptomatic at 
the collection) (Figure 10). 
 
Table 7:  Schedule of sampling for the different flocks 
CHAIN 1 Number of  sampling  Days 
Flock 1 5 times 13,21,28,34,42 
Flock 2 5 times 5,14,21,27,35 
Flock 3 6 times 7,14,21,28,35,45 
Flock 4 4 times 5,13,19,27 
Flock 5 6 times 3,10,17,24,33,38 
CHAIN 2 
  
Case Flock 6 times 8,12,16,20,24,28 
Control Flock 8 times 8,12,16,20,24,28,32,36 
 
Figure 10: A. Samples consisting in 4 chicks per pack; B. Obtained single intestines from 
chicks conferred for longitudinal studies 
 
A.      B.  
 
4.2.3 Methods  
All samples were analysed by nsEM, RT-PCR for AstV and RT-PCR for VP6 of RV groups 
A, D, F and G. When positive for RV they were also sequenced. All the sequences were 
phylogenetic analysed (in-flock and intra-flocks analyses). 
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Negative staining electron microscopy 
For nsEM, the samples were diluted 1/10 (w/v) in distilled water, double centrifuged at low 
speed (3,300g and 9,300 g for 30 min) to eliminate gross debris and then ultra-centrifuged at 
130,000g, for 15 min in a Beckman Airfuge (Lavazza et al, 1990; Ntafis et al., 2010). In this 
way the viral suspension was directly pelleted on grids formvar coated. The grids were 
negatively stained with 2% NaPT, pH 6.8 for 3 min and observed using a FEI Tecnai 12 
BioTwin microscope operating at 85Kv at magnifications ranging from 19000-46000x. The 
identification of viral particles was made based on morphological and dimensional 
characteristics. Regarding turkeys samples, the assay used is the immune-nsEM. In particular, 
samples were incubated at 37°C for 60 minutes with a specific antiserum (convalescent 
serum). The positivity in nsEM was expressed as a semi-quantitative result (from 1+ to 5+, 
depending on the number of particles/groups observed per grids part).  
 
RT-PCRs  
Viral RNA was extracted from 140 μl of each suspension using QIAamp Viral RNA kit 
(Qiagen) or Trizol reagent (Invitrogen).  
AstV RT-PCR: samples were analyzed using primers and protocol by Tang et al. 2005.  
AvRVs RT-PCRs: extracted viral RNA was subjected to four different group-specific RT-
PCR assays, using RV-A, RV-D VP6 specific primers, and RV-F and RV-G VP6 primers as 
described above.  
 
Sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 









5.1 Retrospective data collection/strains characterization 
 
5.1.1 Prevalence data 
A total of 1367 samples collected in Northern and Central Italy between 2006 and 2014 in the 
course of necropsy of birds showing clinical signs of enteric disease, from both poultry flocks 
(n=1177: chicken, turkey, guinea fowl) and game birds (n=190: pheasant, partridge) were 
conferred to the IZSLER EM laboratory in Brescia.  
The data analysis showed that a total of 257 samples out of 1367 were found to be positive 
(19%) for rotavirus by nsEM (Figure 11).  
Overall, the data indicate that the RV infection has an average prevalence of about 20% in 
commercial flocks (Table 8) and 15% in game-hunting bird ones (Table 9), when samples 
from birds with enteritis or with an history related to enteric viral infection were analyzed.  
 
Table 8: Commercial flocks, samples from 2006 to 2014 (Jan-Jun): samples positive for RV 
 
Year Examined samples: total Rotavirus positive samples % 
2006 172 26 16 
2007 185 46 25 
2008 181 38 21 
2009 182 34 19 
2010 67 15 22 
2011 71 17 24 
2012 111 24 22 
2013 136 20 15 
2014 (1-6) 72 9 13 
Total 1177 229 20% 
 
Table 9: Game-hunting flocks, 2006-2014 (Jan-Jun), samples positive for RV 
 
Year Examined samples: total Rotavirus positive samples % 
2006 31 5 16 
2007 44 2 5 
2008 56 12 21 
2009 22 5 22 
2010 11 3 27 
2011 5 1 20 
2012 13 0 0 
2013 8 0 0 
2014 (1-6) 0 0 = 
total 190 28 15% 
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5.1.2  Symptoms/pathological findings data  
Signs and symptoms were also recorded and categorized (Table 10). On the basis of the 
systems involved the general signs and lesions observed in the birds under study were 
classified into six categories. Salient general and clinical features included diarrhea, 
dehydration, reduced feed intake together with anorexia and weight loss, nervous symptoms, 
starvation and cachexia, which resulted in increased mortality. Gastro-enteric lesions of 
different entity, alone or in association with concomitant lesions in other organ/systems, were 
observed in 95% of samples. Among these, sero-catarrhal enteritis was the most prevalent 
(35.6%), followed by the finding of watery and foamy gas contents in the large intestine in 
14.8% and 13.7% of the cases, respectively (Table 11). 
 
Table 10: Categorized general signs and lesions observed in the birds  













a1. increased mortality 
a2. weight loss, feed intake 
reduction, anorexia 
a3. dehydration 
a4. nervous symptoms (including 
head tilt and opistotonus) 
a5. sensory depression, starvation 
and cachexia 
a6. uneven growth, stunting, 
runting, abnormal feathering 
b1. birds huddling together near 
heat sources, leg problems, 
incoordination, lameness, muscle 
atrophy, proximal tibia-tarsus 
joint enlargement, loss of balance 
b2. osteodystrophy, rickets, 
osteomyelitis, osteoporosis 
c1. small gizzards, 
gastrointestinal tract 
containing little or no 
ingesta 
c2. undigested feed in the 
intestinal contents and 
feces; impaction 
c3. congestion of the gut 
wall 
c4. distension of intestinal 
loops, pale thin-wall 
intestine 
c5. edema and hyperplasia 




c8. enlarged proventriculi 
c9. sero-catharral enteritis 
c10. cloacal pasting 
c11. watery content 
c12. yellow-orange content 
c13. foamy gas content 
c14. melena, blood stained 
feces 
d1. catarrhal 
exudate in nasal 
cavities and sinus 
d2. tracheal 
congestion 







e3. pale kidneys 
with 
hemorrhages 






f3. liver necrosis 














2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
industrial flocks
game birds flocks
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Table 11: Gastro-enteric lesions (C-type lesions) observed at post mortem examination either 
alone or in association in the birds examined 
 
Gastro-enteric lesions  % Samples 
Small gizzards, gastrointestinal tract containing little or no ingesta  3.9 
Undigested feed in the intestinal contents and feces; impaction  4.7 
Congestion of the gut wall  0.4 
Distension of intestinal loops, pale thin-wall intestine  6.8 
Edema and hyperplasia of the intestinal mucosa  2.2 
Gizzard erosions/necrosis 1.8 
Proventriculitis, enlarged proventriculi  3.2 
Sero-catarrhal enteritis 35.6 
Fibro-hemorrhagic enteritis  2.9 
Cloacal pasting  2.9 
Watery content  14.8 
Yellow-orange content  3.2 
Foamy gas content  13.7 
Melena, blood stained feces 3.9 
Total 100.00 
 
5.1.2 Strains selection and characterization  
EM results 
By direct nsEM examination, most of the 117 samples (81.2%) were positive only for RVs, 
whereas 18.8% showed simultaneous infection with a variety of other enteric viruses. In 
addition to phages, which were observed in 10.2% of samples from chickens, pheasants and 
turkeys, enterovirus-like viruses or small round fecal viruses (6.0%) were detected in chicken 
and guinea fowl samples, and Astroviruses (3.4%) were identified only in turkey samples 
(Table 12). Laboratory investigations also revealed the frequent presence of Escherichia coli 
and Clostridium spp, whereas Campylobacter spp and Salmonella spp, as well as parasites 
such as coccidia occurred only occasionally. 
 
Table 12: Enteric viruses present in association with Rotavirus by using nsEM  
 
Pathogen Chicken Guinea fowl Partridge Pheasant Turkey Total 
Rotavirus  64 4 5 9 13 95 (81,20%) 
Rotavirus + phages 6 0 0 1 4 11 (9,40%) 
Rotavirus + enterovirus-
like virus  
6 0 0 0 0 6 (5,13%) 
Rotavirus + astrovirus 0 0 0 0 4 4 (3,42%) 
Rotavirus + phages  + 
enterovirus-like virus 
0 1 0 0 0 1 (0,85%) 
Total 76 5 5 10 21 117 (100%) 
 
Group A ELISA 
Eight out of 117 samples resulted positive in RV-A ELISA (6.8%). 
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AvRVs RT-PCRs 
Molecular detection of AvRV of different groups was performed by established group-
specific RT-PCR assays. In all cases, corresponding group-specific positive control samples 
yielded a specific product in 2% agarose gel, as expected.  
Sensitivity of our newly designed AvRV-F and -G group-specific primers in RT-PCR assays, 
tested using limiting dilutions of PCR products from positive control samples, showed 
detection limits equivalent to 10
4
 and to 10
3
 copies per reaction, respectively. The specificity 
of the newly designed AvRV-F and G group-specific primers was confirmed by the lack of 
amplification by RT-PCR of a panel of 19 isolates of avian viruses different from rotavirus. 
From the 117 samples tested by group-specific RT-PCRs, AvRV-D was detected in 107 
(91.5%), AvRV-A in 70 (59.9%), AvRV-F in 61 (52.1%) and AvRV-G in 31 (26.5%).  
Only 20 samples (17.1%), showed the presence of a single rotavirus group. In this regard, 
AvRV-A and AvRV-D alone were detected in 4 and 16 samples (3.4% and 13.7%), 
respectively. Dual or multiple presence of rotaviruses of different AvRV groups was observed 
in 97 samples (83%), originating both from individual birds and from pooled samples (Table 
12).  
As summarized in Table 13, out of 117 samples tested, single infections were present in 20 
samples (17%) and multiple infections were present in 97 samples (83%) with different 
patterns.  In particular, the majority of samples belonging to the RV-A group were obtained 
from game birds and guinea fowls (40%), whereas the majority of samples belonging to RV-D 
group were derived from chicken and turkeys (48% and 55%, respectively). The presence of 
both RV-A and RV-D is prevalent in chicken (48%), but also evident in turkeys (20%).  
 
Table 13: Distribution within the different avian rotavirus groups (A, D, F and G) detected by 
group-specific RT-PCR assays in different species 
 





















10 21 9 3 2 0 12 11 2 5 76 
Turkey 3 4 3 3 1 0 1 3 2 0 1 21 
Pheasant 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 10 
Guinea fowl 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 5 
Partridge 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 
Total 4 16 28 15 4 2 2 19 14 4 9 117 
% 3.4 13.7 24 12.8 3.4 1.7 1.7 16.3 11.9 3.4 7.7 100 
a Multiple presence in the samples of viruses belonging to the listed avian rotavirus groups 
b Number of positive samples identified for the different avian rotavirus groups (percentage) 
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Sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 
One-hundred and seventy five complete sequences in the following gene segments were 
performed: 17 of NSP4A, 20 of VP6A, 5 of VP4A, 35 of NSP4D, 34 of VP6D, 9 of VP4D, 
17 of VP7D, 21 of VP6F and 13 of VP6G. Phylogenetic trees for VP4, VP6, VP7, NSP4 
segments were constructed on the basis of the entire nucleotide sequences as shown in Figures 
12 to 15 (the sequences generated in this study are marked in blue and GenBank’s reference 
sequences are marked in black). No correlation between year of isolation or avian species and 
the different RV-groups were observed in all the analysed segments by phylogenetic analysis.  
 
Figure 12: VP4 phylogenetic tree                           Figure 13: VP6 phylogenetic tree 
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Figure 14: VP7 phylogenetic tree                Figure 15: NSP4 phylogenetic tree
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RNA-PAGE 
Of the 58 samples selected for rotavirus RNA-PAGE characterization, AvRVs were detected 
in 20 samples (34.4%). Genomic segment migration profile analysis yielded typical rotavirus 
electrophoretic patterns consistent with group A or group D avian rotaviruses in 6 and 12 
samples (5% and 10%), respectively (Table 14). Two samples revealed unusual RNA 
migration patterns with overlapping segment migration profiles (Figure 16). 
 
Table 14: Migration RNA-PAGE patterns of analysed RV 
 
Year Internal number Specie AvRV PCR Electropherotype 
2012 
646 pheasant A D F G  5132 
660/2 chicken D F G  5222 
660/1 chicken D F G  Mixed 
860 chicken D F G  5222 
2010 
574 partridge A D  5222 
691 chicken A D F G  5222 
956 partridge A D F G  Mixed 
2008 
451 chicken A D F  5222 
2196 turkey A D  5132 
2007 
237 chicken D G F 5222 
543 turkey D G F 5222 
774 pheasant A G  5132 
821 turkey A D 5132 
1854 chicken D 5222 
2006 
194 turkey A F 5132 
516 chicken D G 5222 
600 chicken A D F 5222 
930 partridge A D G 5132 
1972 chicken A D G 5222 
2138 chicken A D 5222 
 
Figure 16: Representative image of the electrophoretic profile of the three samples of avian 
rotavirus, in position 1 is present the sample 774 of 2007 that has a profile 5132 typical of the  
group A avian, in position 2 and 3 the electrophoresis of the samples 1972 and 2138 of 2006 , 
respectively, which both show a 5222 typical profile of avian rotavirus group D, finally in 
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5.1.3 Statistical analysis 
 
After the genetic characterization, the correlation of general signs/lesions or gastro-enteric 
lesions observed in the field and at post mortem examination with the presence of specific RV 
groups or different combinations of RV groups, even with regard to the different species 
involved, was accomplished.  
By statistical analysis it could not be observed any significant correlation between the general 
clinical signs/lesions or gastro-enteric lesions observed in the field and at post mortem 
examination with the presence of different AvRV groups or different combinations of groups, 
even with regard to the different species involved (p> 0.05; Table 15). 
 
Table 15: Categorized results based on clinical signs and lesions (type A-H, as described in 
Tab.10) by RV group 
 
RV group 
Clinical signs and lesions 
A B C D E F G H 
A 1 0 4 0 0 1 1 1 
AD 3 7 28 0 3 4 6 6 
ADF 3 6 17 1 2 2 2 1 
ADFG 0 2 9 1 0 1 1 1 
ADG 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 
AF 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
AG 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
D 4 7 15 1 2 2 3 0 
DF 3 4 15 0 0 1 3 2 
DFG 2 7 12 1 2 4 2 1 
DG 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 
X
2
= 43 P-value= 0.995 
 
In order to assess if there was an effect between the type of lesions and the RT-PCR results, 
an Independence test has been used. This is a Chi-squared test with Monte-Carlo resampling 
approximation due to low (and null) frequencies in the cells. A p-value greater than 0.05 
showed that the null hypothesis, that there is no effect between clinical signs and results, 
could not be rejected. The same test has been applied to the results grouped by species (Table 
16). None of the species showed a dependence pattern among clinical signs and results. 
 




 Number of lesions P-value 
Chicken 41.6 166 0.97 
Turkey 26.7 30 0.98 
Pheasant 9.1 14 1 
Guinea Fowl 4.1 9 1 
Partridge 5 5 0.60 
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As a next step, all the lesions but A, B and C have been deleted from the dataset. The same 
tests have been applied in order to know if there was a difference in the results patterns due to 
presence of lesions A, B or C. 
No effect has been assessed, neither in the total dataset (p-value=0.8), nor for stratification by 
species (p-values: Chicken=0.99, Turkey=0.47, Pheasant=0.94, Guinea Fowl=0.78, 
Partridge=0.80). 
 
C-type lesions (gastro-enteric lesions) analysis 
The Chi-squared test with Monte-Carlo resampling approximation had been applied to assess 
the dependence between different levels of C-type lesions and the results for the Rotavirus 
(Table 17). 
 




C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 1 2 0 
AD 2 7 1 7 2 2 4 23 5 0 8 2 9 3 
ADF 2 0 0 5 0 0 2 16 1 2 5 2 6 1 
ADFG 0 1 0 2 1 2 0 8 0 1 4 3 4 1 
ADG 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 
AF 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 0 1 0 
AG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 0 
D 3 2 0 2 1 1 2 14 0 1 6 1 6 3 
DF 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 12 0 2 9 0 6 0 
DFG 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 11 1 1 3 0 2 2 
DG 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 
X
2
= 96.1 P-value= 0.98 
 
A p-value greater than 0.05 showed that there is no evidence of any effect between different 
C-type lesions and results.  
The same test had been applied to signs and lesions grouped by species (Table 18). P-values 
greater than 0.05 showed that different results are not due to differences in C-type lesions for 
any species. 
 




 Number of C-type lesions P-value 
Chicken 74.4 180 0.99 
Turkey 29.7 45 0.99 
Pheasant 28 26 0.99 
Guinea Fowl 5.3 17 0.97 
Partridge 4.1 10 0.96 
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5.2 Longitudinal studies 
 
Chain 1 
One-hundred and seventeen samples were collected from flocks of the chain 1. Of these, 95 
samples (81,2%) resulted positive by EM and/or RT-PCR (Table 19). In the following tables 
(Tables 20-24) results of EM and RT-PCR for AsTV and AvRVs (A-D-F-G groups) of single 
samples of all the sampling points, grouped per flocks are shown. 
 
Table 19: Samples collected from flocks of the chain 1, grouped by time of sampling and 
positivity for RV 
Flock Age (d) 
Samples (n) 
neg pos tot 
1 
13 0 7 7 
21 1 6 7 
28 2 3 5 
34 1 4 5 
42 0 5 5 
2 
5 0 7 7 
14 0 6 6 
21 2 3 5 
27 0 5 5 
35 0 4 4 
3 
7 1 0 1 
14 6 0 6 
21 0 4 4 
28 3 0 3 
35 4 0 4 
5 
3 2 5 7 
10 0 8 8 
17 0 8 8 
24 0 8 8 
33 0 7 77 
38 0 5 5 
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Table 20: Chain 1 – flock 1 results of EM, RT-PCRs grouped by age of sampling 
 
Age (d) Sample EM AsTV RT-PCR  
AvRV RT-PCR 




P N P N 
2 P N N N 
3 P N N N 
4 
RV +      
AsV ++ 
P 
P P P P 
5 P P P P 




N P N N 
2 P P N N 
3 N N N N 
4 P N N N 
5 P N N N 
6 P N N N 




N N N N 
2 N P P N 
3 N P N N 
4 N N P N 






N N N N 
2 P P N N 
3 P P N N 
4 N P N N 




P P N P 
2 P P N P 
3 P P N P 
4 P P N P 
5 P P P N 
 
 
Table 21: Chain 1 – flock 2 results of EM, RT-PCRs grouped by age of sampling 
 
Age (d) Sample EM AsTV RT-PCR  
AvRV RT-PCR 
A D F G 
5 
1 
RV ++ P 
P N N N 
2 P N N N 
3 P N P N 
4 
RV ++      
AsV +++ 
P 
P P P P 
5 P N N P 
6 P N N N 




P P N N 
2 N P N N 
3 P P N N 
4 P P P N 
5 P P N N 




P P N N 
2 N P N N 
3 N N N N 
4 N P N N 
5 N N N N 
27 
1 
RV +++ P 
P P N N 
2 P P N N 
3 P P P N 
4 P P P N 
5 P P N N 
35 
1 
RV ++ P 
N P N N 
2 N P N N 
3 N P N N 
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Table 22: Chain 1 – flock 3 results of EM, RT-PCRs grouped by age of sampling 
(N=negative; P=positive; NP=not performed) 
 
Age (d) Sample EM AsTV RT-PCR  
AvRV RT-PCR 
A D F G 




N N N N 
2 N N N N 
3 N N N N 
4 N N N N 
5 N N N N 




N P N N 
2 N P N N 
3 N P N N 




N N N N 
2 N N N N 




N N N N 
2 N N N N 
3 N N N N 




NP NP NP NP 
2 NP NP NP NP 
3 NP NP NP NP 
4 NP NP NP NP 
 
 
Table 23: Chain 1 –flock 4 results of EM, RT-PCRs grouped by age of sampling 
 
Age (d) Sample EM AsTV RT-PCR  
AvRV RT-PCR 




P N P N 
2 P N N N 
3 P N N N 
4 P N P N 
5 
RV+++ N 
P N N N 
6 P N N N 
7 P N N N 




N N N N 
2 N N N N 
3 N N N N 
4 N N N N 
5 P N N N 
6 N N N N 
7 N N N N 




N N N N 
2 N N N N 
3 N N N N 
4 N N N N 
5 N N N N 
6 N N N N 
7 N N N N 




N N N N 
2 N N N N 
3 N N N N 
4 N N N N 
5 N N N N 
6 N N N N 
7 N N N N 
8 N N N N 
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Table 24: Chain 1 –flock 5 results of EM, RT-PCRs grouped by age of sampling 
 
Age (d) Sample EM AsTV RT-PCR  
AvRV RT-PCR 




P P N N 
2 P P N P 
3 P P N N 
4 P P P N 
5 
N P 
P P N N 
6 N N N N 




P N N N 
2 N P N P 
3 N P P N 
4 P P N N 
5 P N N N 
6 P P P P 
7 N N N P 





P N N N 
2 P P N N 
3 P N N N 
4 P P N N 
5 
RV++ 
P P N N 
6 P P N N 
7 P P N N 




P N N N 
2 P N N N 
3 P N P N 
4 P N N N 
5 P N N N 
6 P N N N 
7 P N N N 





P P P N 
2 P P N N 
3 N P N P 
4 N P P N 
5 
P 
N P P N 
6 N P P P 




N P N N 
2 P P N N 
3 N P P N 
4 P N P P 
5 N N N P 
 
The results of single positive samples sequenced were summarized in Table 25. In particular 
group/s identified per flock and sampling time were showed. Moreover also the presence of 
one or more strains belonging to the different groups was reported.   
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Table 25: Phylogenetic analysis results grouped per flock 
   
Flock  Days Identified Group Infection type Strain 
Flock 1 
13 
A-D-F Co-infection A1-D1-F1 
A Single A1 
A-F Co-infecton A1-F2 
21 
A Single A2! 
D Single D2 
A-D Co-infection A2-D2 
28 
D Single D2 
F Single F3! 
34 A-D Co-infection A1-A2-D2 
42 A-D-G Co-infection A3!-D1-D2-G1 
Flock 2 
5 A Single A1-A2 
14 D-A Co-infection D1-D2-A1 
21 D-A Co-infection D2-A1 
27 D-A Co-infection D2-A1 
35 D Single D2 
Flock 3 21 D Single D1 
Flock 4 
5 
A-F Co-infection A1-F1 
A Single A1 
13 
A Single A1 
F Single F1 
Flock 5 
3 A-D Co-infection A1-D1-D2 
10 A-D-F-G Co-infection A2-D1-D2-F1-G1 
17 A-D Co-infection A3!-D1-D2 
24 A Single A3 
33 
D Single D3 
D-A Co-infection D3-A3 
D-F Co-infection D3-F1-F2-F3 
42 A-D-F-G Co-infection A3-D3-F4-G2 
 
 
In order to understand the in-herd situations, combined results of RT-PCRs and sequencing 
for every flock were listed below, and then summarized in Figure 17. Moreover, phylogenetic 
trees of the VP6A, VP6D, VP6F and VP6G segments isolated in each flocks (only for flocks 
1, 2 and 5) were reported (Figures 18 to 20). 
 
Flock 1 
13 days:  RV-A, D and F were detected, alone RV-A or in double (RV-A, RV-D) or triple co-
infections (RV-A, RV-D, RV-F), with one strain for group A and D and two 
different strains for group F. 
21 days:  RV-A and D were present in single and in co-infections, with strains different from 
which observed in the previous time point. 
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28 days:  single infection with RV-D and F, for D the strain was the same reported at 21 
days, for F there was a new strain. 
34 days:  co-infection of RV-A and D, with two different strains of group A and one of group 
D, previously reported.  
42 days:  co-infection of RV-A, D, G, with the new introduction of a strain of RV-G and a 
new strain of group A. 
 
Flock 2  
5 days:  only RV-A was present, with two different strains.  
14 days:  the introduction of RV-D was observed, with two different strains, in co-infection 
with one of the previous strains of RV-A.  
21 days:  the same strain of RV-D present at 14 days was identified, and in one sample the 
co-infection with RV-A was observed.  
27 days:  co-infection of RV-A and D, with the same strains detected in previous time points. 
35 days:  only RV-D, with the same strain observed at 27 days. 
 
Flock 3 
Only RV-D at 21 days was observed and the RV-D strains of this flock clustered together, in 
a different cluster from RV-D of other flocks. Moreover, these strains were more closely 
related to the reference strains than others.  
 
Flock 4 
5 days:  RV-A was present in all samples, only in three samples in co-infection with RV-F.  
13 days:  RV-A and RV-F were identified singularly in two samples.  
 
Flock 5  
3 days:  co-infection with RV-A (only one strain) and D (two different strains). 
10 days:  RV-A, D, F and G were present in different combinations. Only a single strain of 
RV-A different from the one of day 3, but phylogenetic similar to the RV-A 
isolated from pheasant. For RV-D two strains were observed, different from those 
of 3 days. 
17 days: co-infection with RV-A and RV-D, with the introduction of a new RV-A strain 
phylogenetic different from previous ones and from reference strains. RV-D strains 
were the same of ones of previous time points.  
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24 days:  only one strain (the same of 17 days) from RV-A was detected.  
33 days:  reintroduction of a new strain of RV-D was observed and, only in three samples, 
RV-A was also present, with the same strain of day 24. In 5 samples out of 7, co-
infection with RV-F was identified (three different strains). 
42 days:  all groups (A, D, F and G) were present; RV-A and D with the same strains 
observed at 33 days, RV-F and G showed strains different from previous time 
points. 
 
Figure 17:  Distribution of RV groups and strains within the five turkey flocks analyzed. 
Colour represents rotavirus group (red=RV-A; blue=RV-D; purple=RV-F; green=RV-G), 
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Figure 18: Phylogenetic analysis of the VP6A, VP6D, VP6F and VP6G segments isolated in 
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Figure 19: Phylogenetic analysis of the VP6A, VP6D, VP6F and VP6G segments isolated in 
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Figure 20: Phylogenetic analysis of the VP6A, VP6D, VP6F and VP6G segments isolated in 
the flock 5 
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Phylogenetic analyses of RV-A (Figure 21) 
In flocks 1 and 2 different strains of RV-A have been circulating, two were in common for the 
two flocks; in the flock, 3 different strains were present, and were observed at different times, 
one of these was also detected in the flock 1. In general, for RV-A the circulation of 5 
different strains was observed, one strain present only in the flock 5 and 3 detected in two 
different flocks. 
 
Figure 21:  Phylogenetic analysis of RV-A vp6 from all different flocks 
 
○ flock 1 
∆ flock 2 
□ flock 5  
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Phylogenetic analyses of RV-D (Figure 22) 
RV-D showed strains phylogenetic different; in particular only two strains (one exclusively 
present in the flock 3 and one present at different time in the flocks 1 and 2) were similar to 
the reference one. All the others were not correlated with the reference strains: three of these 
were in the same flock at different times; the others were detected in different flocks. 
 
Figure 22: Phylogenetic analysis of RV-D VP6 from all different flocks 
 
○ flock 1 
◊ flock 3 
∆ flock 2 
□ flock 5  
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Chain 2: two chicken flocks  
Results obtained for this chain are summarized in the following table. 
 




Samples Age (d) EM AsTV RT-PCR  AvRV RT-PCR  
1-4 8 enterolike (astro?) ++ P NP 
5-8 12 enterolike (astro?) ++ P NP 
9-12 16 enterolike (astro?) + P NP 
13-16 20 enterolike (astro?) + P NP 
17-20 24 rotavirus ++ N P 
21-24 28 rotavirus +++ N P 
CONTROL 
Samples Age (d) EM AsTV RT-PCR AvRV RT-PCR 
1-4 8 Neg NP NP 
5-8 12 Neg NP NP 
9-12 16 enterovirus-like + P N 
13-16 20 Neg NP NP 
17-20 24 rotavirus + N P 
21-24 28 Neg NP NP 
25-28 32 Neg NP NP 
29-32 36 Neg NP NP 
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Rotaviruses have been associated with intestinal disease in commercial poultry, although their 
exact role in the pathogenesis of disease has not yet been completely defined (Reynolds et 
al.,1987; Mc Nulty, 2003; Day et al., 2007; Pantin-Jackwood et al., 2007; Reynolds & 
Schultz- Cherry, 2008). Despite the wide distribution among several avian species and the 
economic impact due to rotavirus associated enteritis in poultry flocks, AvRVs have not been 
investigated as thoroughly as mammalian rotaviruses (Guy, 1998; Pantin-Jackwood et al., 
2007). Epidemiological information and genetic characterization of circulating AvRVs may 
instead be helpful in managing enteric disease outbreaks and in the implementation of control 
measures in affected flocks. 
This PhD study was aimed at monitoring rotavirus distribution in different avian species, not 
only commercial, but also game/hunting ones. The results are important because uncovering 
diversity among strains is a crucial point, in order to better understand RV ecology in the field 
and to obtain the best management solutions on practice.  
Overall, the data collected during nine years, from 2006 to 2014, indicate that the infection 
has an average prevalence of 20% in commercial flocks and 15% in game-hunting species. 
The infection is widespread in both fields and in the Italian production in general (data are 
representative of the Central-Northern part of Italy).  
Regarding the analysis of symptoms and lesions, all the 117 samples analysed in the present 
study originated from poultry flocks that presented one or more clinical signs and lesions 
associated with enteric diseases. Clinical manifestations consisted mostly of diarrhoea, 
dehydration, anorexia, weight loss and increased mortality. Pathological lesions similar to 
those observed in the analyzed sample set have been previously reported in the course of viral 
intestinal diseases of young birds (Barnes et al., 2000; Mc Nulty, 2003). The high frequency 
of single RV infection detected by nsEM analysis of faeces and intestinal contents of birds in 
this study seems to confirm the important role of RVs in the aetiology of enteric diseases in 
commercial avian species in Italy. At the same time, the concomitant detection of other 
enteric viruses and entero-pathogens in analyzed sample set supports the hypothesis of the 
multifactorial aetiology of enteric disease, as already highlighted in several studies (Villareal 
et al., 2006; Roussan et al., 2012; Mettifogo et al., 2014; Moura-Alvarez et al., 2014).  
By statistical analysis it was not observed any significant correlation between the general 
clinical signs/lesions or gastroenteric lesions observed in the field and at post mortem 
examination with the presence of different AvRV groups or different combinations of groups, 
even with regard to the different species involved (p>0.05). 
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Going more into details of the strains characterization, from the 117 samples tested by group-
specific RT-PCRs, AvRV-D was detected in 107 (91.5%), AvRV-A in 70 (59.9%), AvRV-F 
in 61 (52.1%) and AvRV-G in 31 (26.5%). Only 20 samples (17.1%) showed the presence of 
a single rotavirus group (AvRV-A or AvRV-D), but dual or multiple presence of rotaviruses 
of different AvRV groups was observed in the majority of samples.  
Obtained results of a higher prevalence of group D than group A avian rotavirus in northern 
Italy confirms previous data on group D avian rotavirus in birds obtained mostly by PAGE 
typing in different countries (Otto et al., 2006; Karim et al., 2007; Islam et al., 2009; Otto et 
al., 2012). Group F and G avian rotaviruses have previously been detected in sick chickens 
and turkeys, although their incidence in birds is generally lower than that for avian group A 
and D rotaviruses (Otto et al., 2006; Johne et al., 2011; Otto et al.,2012). In this study, the 
identification of several groups F and G avian rotaviruses in partridge, pheasant and guinea 
fowl, in addition to chicken and turkey species, is also noteworthy, and suggests that the lack 
of specific detection methods could have underestimated the real distribution of these two 
additional virus groups in the past. 
A fundamental point of this study was to try and give answers to the need for screening 
diagnostic protocols; in order to rapidly and correctly detect all circulating strains. New 
methods for a correct, punctual and more rapid grouping were also addressed. In the present 
study all the 117 RV-positive clinical samples within the current avian rotavirus groups (A, D, 
F and G) were successfully characterized by using new, updated group-specific RT-PCRs, 
developed on circulating strains. Although it does not distinguish between different rotavirus 
groups, screening of avian samples by direct EM with negative staining has prompted to 
investigate further by molecular approaches, the faecal samples where RVs had been detected.  
No typing by genomic RNA migration profile in polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was 
possible for all the analyzed samples. The low sensitivity obtained by PAGE in the analyzed 
sample set could be explained by the fact that the electropherotyping technique needs 
micrograms of undamaged viral RNA, as already described (Bezerra et al., 2012, Otto et al., 
2012). Moreover, the presence of mixed RNA migration patterns by PAGE may complicate 
the correct interpretation of the results (Todd & McNulty, 1986; Desselberger, 1996), which 
in fact occurred in two of the samples tested in this survey.  
The use of new group-specific RT-PCRs developed and performed on a set of clinical 
specimens tested positive for RVs by EM, allowed the rapid genetic screening of AvRVs 
circulating within the avian rotavirus main groups.  
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In this study, 175 complete sequences were obtained (17 of NSP4A, 20 of VP6A, 5 of VP4A, 
35 of NSP4D, 34 of VP6D, 9 of VP4D, 17 of VP7D, 21 of VP6F and 13 of VP6G). No 
correlation between year of isolation or avian species and the different RV-groups was 
observed.  On the other hand, a high degree of heterogenicity for the four segments analyzed 
was reported. Interestingly, four segments of the same sample clustered in different clades, 
phylogenetically distant, making suppose of a re-assortment phenomena. 
Regarding results obtained from longitudinal studies in turkeys, the infection was already 
present in the first weeks of life; after 2/3 weeks a second infection outbreak happened in the 
same herds. The detection of a high number of samples from both individual birds and from 
pooled samples, with multiple AvRVs of different groups might explain the high variability of 
clinical signs and lesions recorded in the turkey flocks investigated. However, since most 
samples consisted of pools originating from two or more birds, this finding indicates the 
simultaneous infection of AvRVs belonging to different groups in the same poultry flock, but 
does not necessary imply possible co-infections occurring in a same animal. Therefore, 
different pathogenicity of different AvRVs groups cannot be inferred from this report. 
Nevertheless, it should be considered that co-circulation of different AvRV strains within a 
flock may favour multiple infection of the same bird, which may eventually result in the 
generation of novel RV strains by reassortment of genome segments (Desselberger, 1996). 
This possibility was suggested to occur between group A, D and F AvRVs, due to similar 
terminal sequences in the genome segments of these rotavirus groups (Trojnar et al., 2010; 
Johne et al., 2011). The hypothesis that hatchery and/or the breeding flock could serve as 
possible risk factors, needs more investigations. 
In chicken longitudinal study, the same viruses were found in both flocks (9-12 days for AstV 
and 17-20 days for RVs), but with a lower frequency in the “control” one. In the “case” flock 
both RVs and clinical manifestations were detected, with a higher frequency and for a longer 
time. These results reinforce the hypothesis of a primary pathogenetic role of astrovirus-
rotavirus infections in enteric sindrome during first weeks of life. 
 
The results of this study provide the basis for further genomic studies. In the future, complete 
genome sequencing of AvRVs isolates might allow the identification of strains belonging to 
groups that are less common in the bird population and may contribute to finding possible 
correlations with rotaviruses isolated in mammals. Epidemiological information and genetic 
characterization of circulating AvRVs may instead be helpful in managing enteric disease 
outbreaks and in the implementation of control measures in affected flocks. 
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